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The goal of the research is to discover, describe, and analyze the pedagogic
competence of geography teachers at SMA Negeri 1, 2 and 3 Bandar Lampung
City. The method that is used is qualitative descriptive with the data colecting
tools are by way of interview technique, observation and documentation
assessment, while the data analysis uses interactive analysis.

The Result of the research shows that geography teachers at SMA Negeri 1,
2 and 3 have implemented 7 pedagogic competences, those are: 1) On insight
comprehension and educational base at SMA Negeri 1 and SMA Negeri 2 the
teachers participate in scientific activities on education sector (seminar, bintek,
MGMP), continue their study to post graduate, while at SMA Negeri 3 the
teachers didn’t continue their study like the two other schools because of the tight
schedule of school activity, financial factor and also some teachers are on the
verge to retirement. 2) On students understanding comprehension , the teachers
give various discretion to the students to express in the class. 3)On learning plan,
the teachers know and make a studying plan based on syllabus by noticing the
learning material order. 4) On educated and dialogic learning implementation , the
teachers create the situation of learning implementation in the creative, active, and
delighting way. 5) On learning technology utilization, the teachers utilize the
information and communication technology in the learning process. 6) On
studying result evaluation, the teachers always implement it by using class based
evaluation model such as essay test, multiple choice, discussion, students’
activeness evaluation and some homework. 7) On students development to
actualize their potencies the teachers encourage the students to learn based on
their skill, identify their talent, interest, potency, and difficulty which is faced by
the students, give a response so that the students join the extracurricular activity.
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